
Inktense Blocks Step by Step
Simple Monochrome Card             by Becky Jackson-Makin

Material used:
Inktense Block: Black
Derwent Grate ‘n’ Shake
Misting spray bottle
Blank card
White or cream pearlescent card
Mask (different sizes and shapes are available)
Black ribbon with cut out detail
Black peel off greeting
3D glue gel (or suitable adhesive)
Crystal gems

Preparation 
Before you start this card you need to prepare 
a misting spray. Using your Derwent Grate ‘n’ 
Shake, add water to the container and simply 
grate your Inktense block into the container. Give 
it a gentle shake to mix the water and colour 
together to make paint.  Decant this into your 
misting spray bottle.  
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Take a small square blank card. Using 
the white or cream pearlescent card 
cut around it so it is smaller than the 
front of the other card.

Place the pearlescent card on a 
protective background and cover with 
your chosen mask. 

With the Black Inktense mist you have 
prepared, spray over the top of the 
mask at a distance. 

For more information and video clips of these products in use please visit www.pencils.co.uk
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Leave it to dry a little before removing 
the mask completely and allowing to 
fully dry.

In the top right hand corner, using 3D glue 
gel or other suitable adhesive, add a black 
ribbon bow. 

Your card is now complete.

Add some adhesive crystal gems to the black ribbon across the bottom 
of the card.  

Stick the pearlescent card to the 
blank card, and then across the 
bottom, stick a length of black ribbon 
with cut out detail.  Here you could 
also add lace or ribbon that has been 
coloured with Inktense Blocks.  

In the top left hand corner apply a 
black peel off greeting. 

For more information and video clips of these products in use please visit www.pencils.co.uk


